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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BOULDER IS KNOWN FOR BEING AN environmentally conscious city. Boulder is surrounded by a ring of parks, open spaces and preserved land in the mountains. The city strives to promote water conservation and reduce personal vehicle travel and has ambitious climate goals.¹

However, Boulder’s positive contributions to the environment are undermined by housing policies that contribute to regional sprawl and increase global warming pollution.

Boulder has many policies in place that have caused housing to be scarce and expensive. For example, Boulder reserves most of its residentially zoned land for single-family homes, the least efficient type of housing.²

By combining policies that encourage compact development, sustainable transportation and green building practices, Boulder can help to address global warming, improve the quality of our air and water, and protect Colorado’s undeveloped areas from sprawling development.

The inability of people who work in Boulder to find or afford housing in the city encourages long commutes that contribute to regional air pollution and global warming. Three out of five jobs in Boulder are held by people who live outside the city.³

- Inbound commuters drive about 29 miles roundtrip into Boulder each day on average and 77 percent are alone in their vehicles.⁴
- Nonresident commuters alone in their cars make up most of the vehicle traffic entering Boulder during the morning rush hour.⁵
- Boulder’s inbound commuters collectively drive up to 245 million more miles each year than they would if they were Boulder residents.⁶ This results in over 99,000 metric tons of additional carbon dioxide emissions each year – equivalent to putting over 21,000 more cars on the road.⁷
- Vehicle travel emits 31 percent of Boulder County’s nitrogen oxide (NOₓ) emissions and 24 percent of the county’s volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions, which react with one another to form ozone, which is at unsafe levels in Boulder County.⁸

Enabling more people who work in Boulder to live in the city would allow them to drive less and walk, bike and take transit more, reducing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

- If one-third of Boulder’s nonresident employees moved into the city and drove as much as current residents, there would be up to 6,392 fewer vehicles on Boulder’s streets during commute times carrying only one passenger.⁹
• This would also prevent up to 81 million miles of driving each year, which would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by over 33,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide – equivalent to taking over 7,000 cars off the road.10 Those reductions would get Boulder over 10 percent of the way to its 2050 transportation climate goal.11

Enabling more compact development, particularly along transit corridors like Broadway and near commercial centers, could further reduce driving and associated emissions within Boulder.

• People drive less and walk, bike and use transit more in compact neighborhoods than in sprawling developments. For example, Boulder residents who live in detached single-family homes are nearly twice as likely to drive alone to work as those living in attached multi-family dwelling units, who are more likely to walk, bike or take transit.12

• Increasing the number of total housing units in Boulder’s most populous neighborhoods in North Boulder, South Boulder, Southeast Boulder and Gunbarrel by 15 to 30 percent, focusing this growth around existing transit corridors, and pairing it with mixed-use development, could trigger a large community-wide modal shift away from car-travel and toward the clean and efficient transportation alternatives the city already provides.13

• Boulder has many initiatives to minimize vehicle emissions by encouraging walking, biking, transit and electric vehicles, such as extensive networks of bike paths.14 Increasing infill development – the redevelopment of already developed land – would allow more Boulder residents to live close enough to jobs and recreation opportunities to walk or bike and take transit, helping to support infrastructure expansions and improvements.15

Increasing compact development within Boulder would not only reduce driving and associated emissions, but also environmentally damaging sprawling development across the region. A wealth of evidence from dozens of studies by academics, government agencies and nonprofit organizations shows that compact development has less overall environmental impact than low-density development.

Compact development in Boulder would benefit the environment in many ways, including:

• Reduced emissions: A 2011 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) study found that shifting from conventional suburban development to compact, transit-oriented development is just as important as shifting to the most energy efficient building designs and fuel-efficient vehicles for reducing household energy use and emissions.16

• Land preservation: Housing more people within the already developed areas of Boulder can help reduce the development of regional open space, farmland and wildlands treasured by Boulder residents.

• Healthier air: A study published in the Journal of Environmental Management in 2008 found that compact cities experience up to 62 percent fewer high ozone days than sprawling cities.17 This is crucial for Boulder County, which is in violation of federal air quality standards for ozone pollution.18 In 2018, there were 52 ozone action days in the Front Range region when residents were warned that exercising outdoors could harm their health.19

• Improved water quality: Compact residential development minimizes the amount of impervious surface cover, such as roads and buildings, in a watershed, resulting in less runoff pollution in
the region. A 2009 study published in the *Journal of the American Water Resources Association* concludes that compact development may be “the single most important practice any city can undertake to improve the surrounding environment.”

• **Reduced flood risk:** A multidisciplinary review of scientific literature published in the *Journal of Urbanism* in 2008 concluded that compact development patterns can mitigate the enhanced flood risk that comes with urban development.

• **Lower water consumption:** In Boulder, residents who live in single-family homes use more than twice as much water as those who live in multi-family homes.

Increasing compact development can help Boulder to meet its goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase affordable housing availability and much more.

In 2015, Boulder drafted *A Toolkit of Housing Options* that could increase housing in the city, but has not implemented most of those suggestions. To create a more connected community with less environmental impact, Boulder should:

• **Re-zone areas to allow for more compact, mixed-use development** – which incorporates homes, jobs and recreational opportunities – particularly along transit corridors and near commercial centers.

• **Encourage accessory dwelling units (ADUs),** which are additional housing units within existing homes or on the same property, such as basement, attic, above-garage and detached, guest house apartments. Rented ADUs can provide a source of income for households – as well as assistance for aging households.

• **Increase home occupancy limits for unrelated people,** which are currently three people in low-density residential areas and four people in medium- to high-density areas.

• **Consider parking maximums instead of parking minimums** for homes and businesses and implement the parking principles from the city’s Access Management and Parking Strategy (AMPS).

• **Raise height limits for buildings in key locations, particularly along transit corridors and near commercial zones to the east of Folsom Street, and allow buildings above 35 feet in height but below 55 feet by right.**

To enable new growth without additional traffic, Boulder should also:

• **Expand Boulder’s transportation demand management (TDM) programs** like the EcoPass, parking cash-outs, car-share, and bikeshare programs, which encourage residents and employees to get around by means other than driving.

By increasing compact commercial and residential development, such as duplexes and low-rise apartment buildings, Boulder can create neighborhoods where homes, jobs and recreational opportunities coexist, connected by a transportation system that enables and encourages walking, biking, transit, shared modes of transportation and electric vehicles. By prioritizing infill development and maximizing the housing potential of existing buildings, Boulder can create a more compact community while preserving open spaces. These changes would reduce overall energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, land consumption, air and water pollution, flood risk and water consumption in the region.

Increasing compact development is a critical step for Boulder to take to tackle climate change and protect the environment.
BOULDER IS A BEAUTIFUL CITY that strives for harmony with nature. Above the sandstone and terracotta buildings of the University of Colorado Boulder, the majestic Flatirons rise up out of the mountains, forming one of the most distinctive skylines you’ll find anywhere.

Boulder has preserved more than 45,000 acres of open space, including a buffer of meadows and fields surrounding the city. The city is crisscrossed with bike paths and greenways. And at the center of town, locals and tourists mingle on the pedestrian-only Pearl Street Mall, visited by 2 million people each year.25

Boulder’s present-day beauty and high quality of life is the result of decades of visionary leadership. In 1959, voters approved a “blue line” on the mountainside, above which city water would not be supplied, helping to keep development down on the plains. In 1967, Boulder voters approved the nation’s first city sales tax increase specifically focused on open space preservation, a tax that voters have extended and increased multiple times. Over the years, the city has attracted people who share many similar values – protecting the environment, minimizing human impacts, and creating a community with a high quality of life.

However, when it comes to managing growth and minimizing climate change impacts, Boulder has adopted policies that have led to unintended consequences. In 1976, Boulder voters approved a plan to limit growth in the city, followed by additional policies intended to preserve neighborhood character, minimize traffic, and protect mountain views. Unfortunately, these policies are now making it harder for Boulder to address climate change by fueling driving and traffic, challenging Boulder’s status as a beacon of sustainability.

Growth is a fact of life across Colorado. New people are coming to the state, attracted by our high quality of life, mountains and recreational opportunities.

Boulder’s well-intentioned attempt to manage growth has not worked to the benefit of Colorado’s environment. By limiting new housing opportunities in Boulder, city policies have driven up the cost of housing, forcing new growth to happen in nearby towns and counties, many of them with less environmentally sound policies than Boulder. People are coming to Boulder to work. When they cannot live here, they drive in from out of town – fueling sprawl, increasing driving and traffic, and pollution.
It is time to reconsider Boulder’s growth management policies. As this report shows, by enabling compact development in key locations – such as near transit corridors, near jobs and opportunities, and near commercial centers – Boulder can direct growth in productive ways. Smart growth decisions can help people live more sustainable lives and get Boulder closer to its overall sustainability goals.

In 2018, Boulder’s City Council identified housing growth as a planning priority:

“The city’s residential neighborhoods are experiencing a dramatic demographic and economic shift with the replacement of modest more-affordable homes with larger more-expensive homes. These large homes are often inconsistent with the existing character of the neighborhoods, and are an inefficient use of land that has exacerbated the city’s housing / jobs imbalance and the high-cost of housing. In addition, large homes do not align with the city’s energy conservation goals and policies as they consume greater amounts of energy, both in operation and construction, than do modest-sized homes. To address these shortcomings, smaller home sizes and creative infill solutions that consider the potential for multiple smaller-homes in large lot areas (where appropriate), should be encouraged to foster a more efficient use of land, energy and resources, and to support a broader housing and economic diversity in the city’s residential neighborhoods.”

It is time for the city to implement policies and programs to make sustainable, compact development a reality.

Most of Boulder’s residents support increasing compact residential development. In 2016, Boulder residents were surveyed on their opinions of the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan – the city’s guide to long-term planning – and 62 to 79 percent of respondents supported allowing “more housing in locations like BVRC [the Boulder Valley Regional Center], Neighborhood Centers, Light Industrial areas, and residential infill.” Almost two-thirds specifically supported residential infill such as accessory dwelling units and small detached homes in single-family neighborhoods.

By increasing compact residential and commercial development, Boulder can create neighborhoods where homes, jobs and recreational opportunities coexist, connected by a transportation system that enables and encourages walking, biking, transit, shared modes of transportation and electric vehicles. By prioritizing infill development – the redevelopment of already developed land – and maximizing the housing potential of existing buildings, Boulder can increase density while continuing its wise tradition of open-space preservation and livable neighborhood design. In the consulting firm
Mercer’s 2019 Quality of Living Ranking, all of the top 50 global cities have compact settlement patterns, good transit and principally walkable neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{29}

Evidence from dozens of studies, conducted around the United States and beyond, shows that enabling smart growth can reduce regional energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, slow land consumption, prevent air and water pollution, mitigate flood risk and reduce water consumption. Encouraging compact development can make Boulder an even greater leader in sustainability.

To truly be green, Boulder needs to welcome new neighbors. Increasing compact residential development is the next step for Boulder to take to protect the environment.

**WHAT IS COMPACT DEVELOPMENT?**

Compact development is a land-use pattern that seeks to minimize the loss of undeveloped land, such as parks and farmland, while enabling population and job growth. To do so, compact development concentrates people and jobs in mixed-use neighborhoods. Compact development can feature housing of many types – from detached single-family homes on small lots and townhomes to duplexes and low-rise apartment buildings. Successful compact development also yields a high quality of life, creating walkable neighborhoods with open spaces, affordable housing, public transit and pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly street design. To minimize the impact of development on the natural environment, compact growth should focus on redeveloping previously developed property, and limit the conversion of undeveloped land on the metropolitan edge. Compact development does not require towering skyscrapers and can result in tight-knit communities that Boulder already has in some of its neighborhoods, such as Boulder Junction, the Holiday Neighborhood and Red Oak Park (see page 13).
Boulder’s Lack of Housing Contributes to Sprawl and Environmental Damage

Boulder does not have enough housing to meet demand. The resulting high cost of housing and low availability force many who would choose to live in the city to move to outlying communities and make long commutes into Boulder every day. Boulder’s lack of housing also contributes to regional sprawl, which uses more energy and generates more greenhouse gas emissions than compact development in Boulder would, consumes more undeveloped land, increases regional flood risk, uses more water, and worsens regional air and water quality.

For reference throughout the report, Figure 2 on page 8 is a map of the land uses and maximum housing densities allowed in Boulder neighborhoods based on current zoning, as well as bus routes and neighborhood and regional centers identified in the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan.

Boulder Does Not Have Enough Housing to Meet Demand

There is not enough housing – particularly affordable housing – in Boulder to meet demand and adequate housing is not being added to accommodate the city’s growing workforce.

Vacancy rates in the city are low and housing costs are high. From 2007 to 2017, rental vacancy rates in Boulder were consistently lower than statewide and national averages, as shown in Figure 1.31

Partly due to the lack of availability, housing is more expensive in Boulder than in surrounding areas. As of June 2019, the median listed price of homes on the real estate database Zillow was $849,450 in Boulder, compared with surrounding communities Louisville ($611,950), Lafayette ($537,000), Erie

---

**FIGURE 1. RENTAL VACANCY RATES IN BOULDER, THE U.S. AND COLORADO FROM 2007 TO 2017**

![Graph showing rental vacancy rates in Boulder, the U.S., and Colorado from 2007 to 2017.](image-url)
FIGURE 2. MAXIMUM RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES AND LAND USES ALLOWED BY CURRENT ZONING IN BOULDER NEIGHBORHOODS
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($549,600) and Brighton ($387,990). Median rent prices are also the highest in Boulder at $2,400. From 2014 to 2017, the median price of detached homes increased by 25 percent and the median price of attached homes increased by 38 percent in Boulder.

In part because of the lack of housing and high housing costs in Boulder, the number of people who work in Boulder is increasing in some surrounding communities as shown in Figure 3.

Between 2017 and 2018, Boulder’s population dropped by 0.5 percent, but population increased in Broomfield, Erie, Longmont, Lafayette, Frederick, Firestone and Dacono between 1.5 and 6.3 percent. Boulder has not been adding enough housing to accommodate its growing workforce and this trend is projected to continue. From 2010 to 2017, Boulder added 4.2 new jobs for each new housing unit. The gap between employment and housing will continue to widen with current zoning. Based on the city’s current zoning, Boulder has the capacity to add 54,760 new jobs, but only 19,270 new residents in the city. At this rate, the city’s employment to housing ratio will grow from 2.2 in 2015 to 2.9 in the coming decades, adding tens of thousands of inbound commuters to the region’s transportation system.

**Boulder’s Lack of Housing Fuels Vehicle Travel**

Boulder’s lack of housing is one of the factors contributing to regional vehicle traffic, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Three out of five jobs in Boulder are held by people living in surrounding communities. Many of those communities lack policies, programs and services that encourage sustainable transportation habits, exacerbating the environmental impacts of sprawl.

More than 63,900 jobs in Boulder are held by nonresidents and 77 percent of those employees commute into the city alone in their vehicles each day. These solo inbound commuters contribute significantly to local traffic, making up most of the vehicles entering Boulder during the morning rush hour, and contribute to global warming and regional air pollution.
Transportation is America’s number one source of carbon dioxide emissions, the leading global warming pollutant.\textsuperscript{41} Boulder has done a lot to encourage transit and other sustainable transportation methods, but in spite of Boulder County’s inter-city Regional Transportation District (RTD) network annual ridership increasing 67 percent between 2006 and 2016, inbound commuter vehicle miles travelled (VMT) continues to increase.\textsuperscript{42} Commuting – especially long-distance commuting – accounts for a large share of Boulder’s contribution to global warming. Boulder residents drive an average of 12.8 miles per day in total, while nonresident employees drive about 29 miles roundtrip on average in commuting distance alone.\textsuperscript{43} Boulder’s inbound commuters collectively drive up to 245 million more miles each year than they would if they were Boulder residents.\textsuperscript{44} This results in over 99,000 metric tons of additional carbon dioxide emissions each year – equivalent to putting over 21,000 more cars on the road.\textsuperscript{45}

Driving fueled by long commutes also contributes to dangerous air pollution in the Boulder region. The counties in the Front Range, including Boulder County, are in violation of federal air quality standards for ozone pollution.\textsuperscript{46} Ground-level ozone can cause respiratory problems, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung damage and aggravate lung diseases such as asthma.\textsuperscript{47} Vehicle travel in Boulder County emits 31 percent of the county’s nitrogen oxide (NO\textsubscript{x}) emissions and 24 percent of the county’s volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions, which react with one another to form ozone.\textsuperscript{48}

Boulder has done a lot to reduce vehicle travel within the city, including through its Community Transit Network, programs like EcoPass – a yearly, unlimited pass for all local and regional buses that can be purchased by a company and its employees or by a neighborhood, and the city’s extensive walking and biking networks. However, the lack of compact development in Boulder has pushed many people to live in areas too far from transit stops and without the ability to walk or bike to work or other destinations. Only 26 percent of Boulder residents live in “15-minute walking neighborhoods” – close enough to parks, restaurants and other destinations to walk – versus the city’s goal of 80 percent.\textsuperscript{49} Boulder residents who live in detached single-family homes are nearly twice as likely to drive alone to work than those living in attached multifamily dwellings units, who are more likely to walk, bike or take transit.\textsuperscript{50}

### MEASURING CLIMATE IMPACTS

The way greenhouse gas emissions are measured impacts decisions regarding how to reduce them. For example, setting a goal to reduce a community’s overall emissions instead of its per capita emissions may encourage steps to cap or reduce population. But global warming is not a local problem – it is a global problem. All of the emissions caused by a city’s actions matter – not just those that occur within city limits. In the case of Boulder, the city has made great progress in reducing pollution from community residents, but by limiting housing, the city is also causing inbound commuting from far-away communities, which has a large global warming impact.

Fortunately, Boulder has recognized this and incorporated reducing per capita VMT, including for nonresident commuters into its 2014 Transportation Master Plan.\textsuperscript{54} While VMT per capita for Boulder residents is generally declining, VMT for inbound commuters has increased by about five percent since 2008 as regional sprawl continues to push more nonresident commuters further away from their jobs in Boulder.\textsuperscript{55}
Boulder’s Lack of Housing Contributes to Sprawling Development Elsewhere

Boulder’s lack of housing not only contributes to vehicle travel but also to regional sprawl which degrades water quality, contributes to the urban heat island effect and results in the loss of natural lands. Boulder has limited land consumption within its jurisdiction by preserving a ring of undeveloped land around the city, but Boulder’s lack of housing has contributed to the loss of undeveloped land in the greater region. Of jobs in Boulder held by nonresidents, 45 percent are held by people who live elsewhere in Boulder County and 55 percent live in Denver, Broomfield, Adams, Jefferson, Arapahoe, Larimer, Weld, Douglas and El Paso counties. Undeveloped land is being lost in these counties at a faster rate than in Colorado as a whole and the American West on average, as shown in Figure 4. Undeveloped land is being lost fastest in Broomfield County and Broomfield is the community which had by far the greatest increase in the number of residents who work in Boulder from 2005 to 2015 (see Figure 3 on page 9).

How Boulder Limits Housing

Boulder has many policies that limit housing development, including the following.

Single-family home zoning: Over 56 percent of Boulder’s residential area is reserved for detached single-family homes at low densities. Some estimate that about 80 percent of Boulder’s residential area is effectively limited to single-family homes due to additional policies and practices. This limits the potential for multi-family housing that is more affordable, more energy efficient and can contribute to the development of walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods, which include both housing, jobs and recreational opportunities.

Accessory dwelling unit (ADU) limits: ADUs are additional housing units within existing homes or on the same property, such as basement, attic, above-garage or detached guest house apartments. Boulder limits the creation of ADUs in several ways:

1. No more than 20 percent of the housing lots or parcels in a given neighborhood can have ADUs in RL-1 and RL-2 (low-density residential) zoning districts.

FIGURE 4. PERCENT OF UNDEVELOPED LAND LOST FROM 2001 TO 2011 IN COUNTIES WHERE BOULDER WORKERS LIVE VERSUS COLORADO AND AMERICAN WEST AVERAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>% Undeveloped Land Lost 2001-2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American West Ave.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Ave.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larimer</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arapahoe</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broomfield</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. There must be an additional off-street parking spot for each ADU.

3. The lot must be 5,000 square feet or more to have an ADU.

4. Detached ADUs can’t exceed 550 square feet in area or 25 feet in height.

5. Attached ADUs can’t be more than 1,000 square feet or one-third the area of the principal home, whichever is less.

These requirements are less restrictive for affordable housing and in designated historic properties. In contrast, many communities and even some states permit ADUs by right.

**Occupancy limits:** Boulder limits the number of unrelated people who can live together in one household to three people in low-density residential areas and four people in medium- to high-density areas. This limits how many people can be housed in the city’s existing housing units. Occupancy limits are much higher in other cities, such as Portland and Seattle, and multiple state supreme courts have ruled that such limits are unconstitutional.

**Parking requirements:** Boulder requires housing units to have a certain number of off-street parking spaces, which varies by zoning district and the number of bedrooms or occupants in multi-unit homes. The city also requires businesses and other institutions to provide a certain amount of parking, except in the downtown area. These parking requirements can drive up the cost of new construction, especially in redevelopment areas where land costs are high, and can make it more difficult to build multi-unit buildings. Under current requirements, it would be impossible to develop car-free housing, which other communities have demonstrated can attract residents with very low levels of car ownership, essentially eliminating impacts of population growth on local traffic. Because parking encourages vehicle ownership and use, one of the city’s goals in its *Transportation Master Plan* is to reduce the number of parking spaces per housing unit. The city has already begun to implement this policy by reducing parking requirements for the Boulder Junction development, which has helped to successfully limit vehicle travel in the development.

**Residential growth cap:** Boulder’s Residential Growth Management System (RGMS) limits residential growth to 1 percent per year. This limit has never been reached because exemptions have been added for certain types of housing, such as mixed-use and affordable housing and because other policies have limited growth.

**Building height limits:** In 1971, Boulder adopted a 55-foot height limit for all buildings and structures in the city. In the last few years, the city council has adopted a moratorium on buildings over 35 to 40 feet in most of the city. This limits how many housing units can be constructed per acre.

**Lengthy permitting process:** According to home builders, Boulder’s lengthy and expensive review processes are barriers to development. The City of Boulder’s website estimates that permits to construct new homes and businesses take 40 to 60 business days, but wait times could be longer. Other communities in the U.S. have taken steps to reduce permitting times to one or two weeks.

**Incentives for large, expensive homes:** Boulder requires each housing unit to be built on a lot of a certain size with a certain amount of open space. Because these requirements apply to each housing unit, rather than the floor area of the building, multi-unit buildings require larger lot sizes and more open space than single-family homes of the same...
In December 2018, the Minneapolis city council approved Minneapolis 2040 – the city’s comprehensive, long-term plan, which includes ambitious goals for compact development across Minneapolis. With 14 goals and nearly 100 individual policies, the plan aims to use land-use policy oriented toward compact development to combat the city’s affordable housing shortage and help the city reach its carbon emissions goals, among other objectives.73

There has already been a significant increase in compact development in Minneapolis in recent years, particularly on the edge of the downtown area and in the University and Uptown districts. Between 2010 and 2016, an uptick in urban infill development led to the construction of apartments and townhomes significantly outpacing that of single-family homes.74

The 2040 plan includes a radical overhaul of zoning guidelines to allow taller buildings with more units to be constructed in areas that previously only allowed single-family residences, allowing triplexes to be built across much of the city and enabling more compact zoning along transit lines.75

The plan acknowledges that a 37 percent reduction in car trips will be necessary for Minneapolis to meet its goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80 percent below 2006 levels by 2050.76 So, the plan emphasizes the development of multifamily housing in areas close to transit, retail services and employment hubs to give people the opportunity to live without a car, or with fewer cars per household. The plan also pairs compact development with improvements to pedestrian and cycling infrastructure.77

MINNEAPOLIS IS INCREASING COMPACT DEVELOPMENT TO EXPAND AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND TACKLE CLIMATE CHANGE

Boulder has started to take steps to increase housing availability. For example, in January 2017 Boulder approved a cooperative housing ordinance, which allows 10 new co-op projects to be licensed each year and raises the caps on the number of residents to 12 per household in low-density neighborhoods and 15 per household in medium and high-density neighborhoods.72 Cooperative housing offers Boulder residents a more affordable and efficient alternative to single-family homes and adds modest density to Boulder’s walkable neighborhoods. These housing types are a small fraction of the total housing supply in Boulder, but in the year since the ordinance was passed, the number of co-ops in Boulder has increased from three to 11. Boulder can take similar steps to remove the barriers to housing development discussed above.

Examples of Compact, Mixed-Use Communities in Boulder

Boulder already has some compact, mixed-use developments that demonstrate the benefits that Boulder could gain by enabling compact growth throughout the city.

Boulder Junction is a 160-acre area on the east side of Boulder that is being transformed into one of the city’s flagship

size. This encourages developers to build large, expensive single-family homes rather than multi-unit buildings.71

These policies all effectively limit housing development in Boulder, contributing to increased vehicle travel and regional sprawl, which increase greenhouse gas emissions and exacerbate air pollution in the region, among other impacts.
mixed-use, pedestrian- and transit-oriented neighborhoods. Boulder Junction has more than 900 residential units, of which 175 are permanently affordable, in addition to retail and office space. Boulder Junction also incorporates a range of sustainability features, including LED street lighting, permeable pavement, trees and other green stormwater infrastructure that combat the urban heat island effect and mitigate stormwater runoff.

A key goal of Boulder Junction is to reduce single occupancy vehicle travel by making the development walkable and by expanding alternative transportation options. The area’s zoning stipulates that no more than 45 percent of trips be in single occupancy vehicles. An early evaluation in 2017 found that roughly 58 percent of afternoon peak-time trips were in single occupancy vehicles, meaning the neighborhood is already outperforming almost every other area of the city, though still short of the goal. This figure is expected to fall as transit service increases and new transportation demand management (TDM) programs are put in place, which encourage residents and employees to get around by means other than driving.

Boulder Junction incorporates many TDM strategies. All residents and employees are given an RTD EcoPass, subsidized bikeshare membership and application fee waiver for membership to carshare services. The neighborhood puts into practice Boulder’s Access Management and Parking Strategy (AMPS), which uses SUMP (shared, unbundled, managed and paid) parking principles to maximize the use of the infrastructure while decreasing the need for new facilities.

- **Shared:** Parking spaces are shared between commercial, residential and visitor uses at different times of the day.
- **Unbundled:** Spaces are leased separately from the unit and priced at market rates.
- **Managed:** All parking is managed by time and/or cost and regularly enforced.
- **Paid:** No free parking is provided.

The Holiday Neighborhood project is another example of a compact, mixed-use community in Boulder. Developed on the vacant 27-acre site of the former Holiday Drive-in Theater in North Boulder, the neighborhood consists of 333 residential units, as well as parks and community gardens, designed around the principles of walkability and community integration. The homes are built with environmentally friendly materials and the community is connected by bike, transit and pedestrian routes, with shopping and jobs within walking distance.

Red Oak Park in North Boulder is another example. The development consists of 59 duplexes, triplexes and single-family homes, plus a green space, playground and community center. Opened in 2011, the neighborhood is pedestrian-oriented, close to downtown, and has easy access to bike lanes, bus routes, schools and shopping. Its homes are designed to be sustainable and energy-efficient, featuring solar panels and energy-efficient heating and cooling systems.
Compact Development Delivers Environmental Benefits

**By Promoting Compact, Mixed-Use Development**, Boulder can allow more of its workforce to live within the city and enable residents to commute by taking transit, walking, biking or using shared modes of transportation. Compact development reduces energy use and global warming pollution – both from transportation and from the construction and use of buildings. It also slows land consumption, improves regional air and water quality, reduces flood risk, and lowers water consumption.

Extensive research across a variety of disciplines suggests that compact development is the environmentally sound choice for Boulder’s future.

**Compact Development Reduces Energy Use and Global Warming Pollution**

Planning compact cities can cut urban energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from transportation, as well as from the construction and use of buildings. Creating compact, mixed-use neighborhoods will be key for Boulder and Colorado to meet commitments to cut energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.

**People in Compact Urban Neighborhoods Drive Less**

Boulder residents drive less and walk, bike and take transit more for their commutes than nonresidents who work in Boulder, as shown in Figure 5. If just one-third of Boulder’s inbound commuters lived in the city and drove as much as current residents, there would be up to 6,392 fewer single-occupant vehicles on Boulder’s streets during commute times.84 This would prevent up
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**Figure 5. Commute Mode Split for Boulder Employees**

- **Residents**
  - Single Occupant Vehicle: 23%
  - Multiple Occupant Vehicle: 5%
  - Foot: 6%
  - Bicycle: 5%
  - Transit: 4%
  - Multi-mode: 4%
  - Work at Home: 2%
  - Other: 2%

- **Non-Residents**
  - Single Occupant Vehicle: 6%
  - Multiple Occupant Vehicle: 3%
  - Foot: 6%
  - Bicycle: 3%
  - Multi-mode: 3%
  - Work at Home: 2%
  - Other: 2%

to 81 million miles of driving each year, reducing greenhouse gas emissions by over 33,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide – equivalent to taking over 7,000 cars off the road. Those reductions would get Boulder over 10 percent of the way to its goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation by 305,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent by 2050.

Enabling more people who work in Boulder to live in the city would not only cut down on their commutes, but would also reduce the rest of their vehicle travel and emissions as Boulderites drive less than residents of surrounding communities. The Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing and Transportation Index tool measures the relationship between density, transit access, proximity to jobs, and walkability to calculate the average vehicle-related GHG emissions per household for communities across the U.S. Vehicle-related emissions per household are lower in Boulder than in any other community in the region except for Denver, thanks to Boulder’s density and efforts to reduce vehicle travel. The other cities and towns within Boulder County are more car-centric and produce about 20 percent more carbon pollution per household than Boulder, just from vehicle use. Of the jobs in Boulder held by nonresidents, more than half – or over 35,000 jobs – are held by people who live in communities outside of Boulder County, such as Broomfield and Thornton, where household GHG emissions from car travel are about 30 percent higher than among Boulder households. These statistics are based on local transportation and land-use characteristics and do not take into account the long daily commutes to Boulder for work.

By increasing compact development, Boulder can also allow current residents to live closer to transit and the places they need to go, enabling them to walk, bike and use shared modes of transportation more, reducing energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. According to Boulder’s 2018 Transportation Report on Progress, the city has not succeeded in its goal to house 80 percent of its residents in complete, walkable neighborhoods because, though the city has extensive routes for walking and biking, residents do not live close enough to commercial destinations to walk. Creating compact, mixed-use neighborhoods could help address this challenge. The city is also not on track to reduce VMT or greenhouse gas emissions from transportation. The report cites creating more compact, mixed-use, walkable neighborhoods that integrate transit, like Boulder Junction, as a promising strategy to reduce VMT. The report also notes that decreasing trips in single-occupant vehicles will be much harder for nonresident employees, so allowing these employees to live within the city could help the city meet that goal, too.

Extensive research from the United States and beyond shows that people drive less in more compact communities.
• In the April 2017 issue of the *Journal of American Planning Association*, devoted to the question of land form and driving, researcher Mark R. Stevens analyzed 46 studies of compact development and driving. His analysis found that when housing density doubles – for example from single-family homes to duplexes, people drive 22 percent less. He also found that if a household moved 50 percent closer to downtown, for example from 10 miles away to 5 miles away, they would drive 32 percent fewer miles.

• A national-level 2013 study from the University of California Transportation Center determined that a household in an urban area (approximately six dwelling units per acre) drives 21 percent less and consumes approximately 20 percent less fuel than a household living in a suburban area (approximately two to three dwelling units per acre). The study also found that a 50 percent increase in housing density leads to about a 7 percent decrease in mileage and fuel consumption. (See page 8 for a map of the maximum residential densities allowed in Boulder by current zoning.)

• A 2019 study of neighborhoods in San Francisco found a dramatic decrease in auto dependence with neighborhood density. People who live in neighborhoods with 50 residents or more per acre were found to walk, bike, take transit or travel by other means other than driving more than 60 percent of the time.

• A 2010 historical analysis of sprawl by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy found that higher levels of density are associated with lower car ownership.

• The 2007 study *Growing Cooler* from the Urban Land Institute found that people living in compact neighborhoods drive 20 to 40 percent less than those living in sprawling neighborhoods. People are more likely to walk, bike, take transit and use shared-transportation options if they live in compact communities where they are close to their destination. Boulder residents are much more likely to walk or bike if they are one mile or less from their destination than if they are further than a mile, as shown in Figure 6.

• A 2016 study published in the *Journal of Physical Activity and Health* found that residents of dense neighborhoods (more than 10,000 people per square mile, or approximately 16 people per acre) were almost three times more likely to bike for transportation than those living in low-density neighborhoods (fewer than 500 people per square mile, or fewer than one person per acre).

• A white paper prepared for the 2007 Conference on Transit-Oriented Development in Connecticut concludes that people begin to shift from using single-occupancy vehicles to public transit and walking when certain density thresholds are reached. When housing densities reach 12 dwelling units per acre, dependence on cars begins to decline and people begin to walk, cycle or take public transit. Increasing employment density to 25-50 jobs per acre also leads to a shift from single-occupancy vehicles to walking and transit for work trips.

• A 2006 study in the *Journal of Physical Activity and Health* affirmed that distance to destination and route directness consistently affected the likelihood of walking for transportation.

• Multiple studies show that increasing the density of jobs and residents near
transit stops increases transit demand, and makes the expansion of transit service more cost-effective.\textsuperscript{103}

- A 2005 report published by the Transit Cooperative Research Project identified high-density, mixed land uses and limited availability of parking as factors in the early success of roundtrip carsharing programs.\textsuperscript{104} Carsharing can reduce both VMT and overall vehicle ownership; for example, in a San Francisco car-sharing program, members saw their daily VMT decrease from 2.80 to 1.49 miles, and nearly a quarter of participants gave up a primary or secondary vehicle.\textsuperscript{105}

Boulder cites reducing nonresident commuter trips alone in personal vehicles as one of the greatest challenges to meeting its greenhouse gas emission reduction goals.\textsuperscript{106} Compact, mixed-use development is a prerequisite for successful strategies to reduce transportation-related energy use and emissions.

- A 2011 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) study found that shifting from conventional suburban development to compact, transit-oriented development is just as important as shifting to the most energy efficient building designs and fuel-efficient vehicles for reducing household energy use and emissions.\textsuperscript{107}

- The 2009 update of Urban Land Institute’s study \textit{Moving Cooler} concluded that if 60 to 90 percent of new development in the U.S. were shifted from continued urban sprawl to compact development, U.S. carbon dioxide emissions from transportation would be 7 to 10 percent lower by 2050.\textsuperscript{108}
• A study published in the *Journal of Urban Economics* in 2010 found that suburban households in the Austin metro area emit 4,106 pounds more carbon dioxide per year from driving than households in the city center, or the equivalent of filling up a 15-gallon tank with gasoline 14 more times.\textsuperscript{109}

• Since 2008, the state of California has required metropolitan planning organizations to demonstrate how integrated land-use, housing and transportation planning will meet regional greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals.\textsuperscript{110} Under this law, the San Diego Regional Planning Agency (SANDAG) has worked closely with local municipalities to reform land-use policies and development patterns, and focus future jobs and housing growth in urbanized areas around existing or planned transit corridors. The agency’s 2015 *Regional Growth Forecast* compared the greenhouse gas emissions projections under the 1999 growth plan against the 2013 plan, and found that smart growth policies developed in the last 10 years will account for an estimated 30 percent reduction in regional greenhouse gas emissions. These reductions are largely a result of compact development – in 2050, 80 percent of new housing will be attached multifamily, 87 percent of all housing and 79 percent of all jobs will be within a half-mile of public transit, and the percentage of households within a half-mile of frequent public transit will increase from 35.3 percent in 2012 to 62.3 percent.\textsuperscript{111}

It would not require a large increase in density for Boulder to shift residents from vehicle travel to more sustainable transportation methods, reducing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

• A study of residents’ travel habits in 28 California communities varying widely in residential density found that the biggest shift from driving to sustainable transportation methods occurred between large-lot, sprawling communities and those with densities of 10 to 20 units per acre – neighborhoods consisting of apartments, row houses and some single-family homes.\textsuperscript{112}

• The Puget Sound Regional Council incorporated transit-supportive density goals into its growth plan, citing that, “[e]xtensive national research has shown that residential densities exceeding 7 or 8 homes per gross acre support efficient and reliable local transit service. Household densities should reach, at minimum, 10 to 20 dwelling units per gross acre close to transit stations.”
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**TABLE 1. RESIDENTIAL DENSITY FOR THE FIVE MOST POPULATED NEIGHBORHOODS IN BOULDER (WHICH ACCOUNT FOR 80 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL POPULATION)**\textsuperscript{113}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Central Boulder</th>
<th>South Boulder</th>
<th>Southeast Boulder</th>
<th>North Boulder</th>
<th>Gunbarrel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>29,335</td>
<td>15,381</td>
<td>22,739</td>
<td>12,291</td>
<td>10,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dwelling Units (DU)</td>
<td>13,312</td>
<td>7,312</td>
<td>9,385</td>
<td>5,847</td>
<td>5,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (DU/Res Acre)</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Increasing the number of housing units in Boulder’s most populous neighborhoods in North Boulder, South Boulder, Southeast Boulder, and Gunbarrel by 15 to 30 percent could achieve 7 dwelling units per acre and enable a large community-wide modal shift away from car-travel and toward clean and efficient transportation alternatives.\(^{114}\) (See page 8 for a map of the maximum residential densities allowed throughout Boulder by current zoning.) By co-locating compact residential and commercial growth in these neighborhoods, Boulder can create the necessary conditions for transit to thrive including a critical mass of potential transit patrons and all-day travel demand with a mix of travel schedules to maximize transit efficiency.\(^{115}\)

Building more compactly enables residents to switch from driving their cars to walking, biking, taking transit and using shared modes of transportation, such as bikesharing and car-sharing. This helps cities reduce energy use, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

**Building More Compactly Reduces the Life-Cycle Energy Use and Emissions of Buildings**

Compact development can also cut energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from the construction and use of buildings.

A study published in *Energy Policy* in 2014 examined how density in three Austin neighborhoods and one suburb influenced life-cycle energy use for buildings, transportation and infrastructure – from resource extraction and construction to everyday use.\(^{116}\) The study found that:

- In the Austin metro area, compact neighborhoods composed of low-rise multi-family homes consume up to 37 percent less energy in total than more suburban neighborhoods dominated by detached single-family homes.\(^{117}\)
- Not including transportation, an average household in a compact neighborhood consumes up to 26 percent less energy on a day-to-day basis than a similar household in a sprawling neighborhood.
- An average home in a compact neighborhood requires less than half the energy to build than a similar home in a sprawling neighborhood, including the energy expended in producing the raw materials.\(^{118}\)

Compact development has been demonstrated to reduce building energy use in several cities. For example:

- In New York, building more compactly was found to decrease the amount of energy per person that was needed to heat, light, cool and power buildings.\(^{120}\)
- 2011 figures from Statistics Canada show that apartment dwellers consumed 70 percent less energy than those living in single detached homes.\(^{121}\)
- A study of household energy use in Sydney, Australia, found that multi-unit buildings are 30 percent more energy efficient for heating and cooling than detached homes due to shared walls.\(^{122}\)
- A 2006 study published in the *Journal of Urban Planning and Development* found that in Toronto, annual energy use was systematically lower in low-rise multi-family buildings than in detached single-family homes – 53 percent lower per person and 12 percent lower per unit of floor area.\(^{123}\)

Compact communities can also use energy-saving technologies that might be more difficult to apply in more spread-out areas. For example, district energy systems provide heating and cooling for groups of buildings, which is more effi-
cient than each home operating its own energy system.

- The city of Saint Paul, Minnesota, extended its district heating and cooling system during the construction of a new light rail line. The Saint Paul system is powered in part by a large solar installation, and will be phasing out its use of coal by 2021, cutting more than a quarter of the system’s greenhouse gas emissions.  

- Austin’s electric utility operates a 17-megawatt district cooling system that provides at least 32 buildings with chilled water through a network of underground pipes.

Compact neighborhoods use less energy and emit fewer greenhouse gases than their sprawling counterparts – both from transportation and from building construction and use – particularly when placed near transit corridors and near commercial centers.

**Compact Development Slows the Loss of Undeveloped Land**

Across Colorado, sprawling development has converted open space, agricultural lands and ecologically important landscapes into roads, buildings and parking lots. With rapid population growth in recent decades, around 250,000 acres of rural land in Colorado is being lost every year to development.

In Boulder, various measures implemented since the late 1950s have aimed to create a clear boundary between urban and rural development, controlling urban sprawl and preserving rural land outside the city, notably through 45,000 acres of open space and parks in and around the city. However, limitations on residential expansion in Boulder itself have led to three-fifths of the city’s jobs being held by people living in surrounding communities and counties, contributing to land development there. Between 2001 and 2011, the counties in which much of Boulder’s
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* Embodied energy refers to the energy required to produce and deliver the materials used to construct the buildings, operation energy refers to the energy used by the buildings.
workforce lives lost undeveloped land at much higher rates than Colorado as a whole (see page 11.)

Increasing infill housing development in Boulder can help reduce development pressure on land in Boulder County and surrounding areas, and help preserve open space, farmland and wildlands.

**Compact Development Improves Regional Air Quality**

There is less air pollution in compact cities than in sprawling areas due to smaller urban heat islands and less transportation-related emissions.

Ozone pollution is a serious concern in Colorado and in the Denver Metro/North Front Range region specifically, with ozone levels frequently exceeding the EPA ozone standard. In 2018, there were 52 ozone action days in the Front Range region when residents were warned that exercising outdoors could harm their health. The American Lung Association’s 2019 *State of the Air* report awarded Boulder County an ‘F’ grade for ground-level ozone, denoting “unhealthy levels” of the pollutant. Air pollution is associated with a higher mortality risk and
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**HEALTH EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION**

Air pollution kills thousands of Americans each year. The higher the concentration of ozone or fine particulate matter, the greater the risk of death. Between 2013 and 2015, high levels of air pollution directly led to an estimated 73 premature deaths and 153 additional illnesses in Colorado.

Small particles of 10 micrometers or less in diameter, approximately the size of a single red blood cell, can affect both the lungs and the heart. Numerous studies have linked small particles to asthma, coughing, difficulty breathing, irregular heartbeat and nonfatal heart attacks. In Colorado, 9 percent of the adult population suffers from asthma. Particle pollution is also the main cause of haze, reducing visibility in many parts of the U.S.

Ozone in the upper atmosphere protects us from ultraviolet rays, but it can be dangerous on the ground. On hot sunny days, air pollutants like nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) react in the presence of sunlight to produce ozone, and the concentration of ozone in the air can reach unhealthy levels. Overexposure to ozone can cause or contribute to shortness of breath, inflammation, lung infections, and lung diseases like asthma or chronic bronchitis.

Children, older adults and people with heart or lung diseases are more likely to be affected by air pollution like ozone or particulate matter. Long-term exposure of children to ozone, for example, can cause permanent lung damage.

---

*View of the Flatirons across the undeveloped ring of land surrounding Boulder.* Credit: Scott McLeod via Flickr, CC BY 2.0.
detrimental everyday health effects. Boulder’s 2018 Transportation Report on Progress finds that the city is not on track to reduce air pollution emissions from transportation.\textsuperscript{136}

Residents living in compact cities are exposed to lower levels of ozone than in sprawling communities.

- A study published in the *Journal of Environmental Management* in 2008 studied the relationship between urban spatial structure and exceedances of national ozone standards in 45 large metro areas across the U.S. The study found that compact cities experience up to 62 percent fewer high ozone days than sprawling cities.\textsuperscript{137}

- In 2008, researchers from the University of Texas at Austin and the Molina Center for Energy and the Environment found that compact development in neighborhoods with mixed-used zoning will produce less exposure to high levels of ozone than sprawling development.\textsuperscript{138}

One reason that air pollution levels – including ozone – are lower in compact cities than in sprawling cities is that compact urban forms lead to smaller urban heat islands and fewer extreme heat events, which increase air pollution.

The urban heat island is created when undeveloped land is converted to urban uses, as impervious surfaces replace natural vegetation, which has cooling effects; and as buildings, industry and cars give off waste heat. These exchanges combine to raise the average air temperature of large cities. Air pollution, including ozone and particulate matter, is sensitive to temperature. Higher temperatures tend to:

- Increase emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from vehicles and other sources.\textsuperscript{139}

- Increase emissions of ozone precursors from power plants in response to greater demand for air conditioning.\textsuperscript{140}

- Intensify ground-level ozone formation.\textsuperscript{141}

Denver’s heat island is the third most intense in the country, with an average temperature differential of 4.9°F Fahrenheit between the city’s center and outlying rural areas.\textsuperscript{142} The relative abundance of open space in the region has helped keep Boulder from becoming a heat island, but continued conversion of undeveloped land in the suburbs could change that – more so than infill development in Boulder would.\textsuperscript{143}

- A 2010 study published in *Environmental Health Perspectives* analyzed the frequency of extreme heat events in major U.S. cities, and found that the most sprawling cities experienced 14.8 more extreme heat events on average each year in 2005 than they did in 1956, whereas the most compact cities added just 5.6 extreme heat events.\textsuperscript{144}

Urban form also indirectly influences regional air quality by shaping transportation patterns.

- Compact urban forms, with high household and employment density, high street connectivity and urban public transportation systems, are associated with lower vehicle travel and tailpipe emissions, and with relatively lower emissions of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and VOCs from vehicles.\textsuperscript{145}

- The Autumn 2007 issue of the *Journal of the American Planning Association* contained a study that found that a 3.5 percent reduction in household vehicle travel and emissions may be expected with a 10 percent increase in population density in metropolitan areas.\textsuperscript{146}
A 2010 study published in *Transportation Research Record* indicates that combining compact development with transportation policies such as congestion pricing on freeways can cut approximately 15 percent of predicted 2030 emissions of VOCs, NO\textsubscript{x} and carbon monoxide relative to a business-as-usual scenario of development.\textsuperscript{147}

Building more compactly in Boulder can help combat the development of an urban heat island, cut transportation emissions, and improve regional air quality, with real health benefits.\textsuperscript{148} Compact development is key to fighting air pollution and safeguarding public health in Boulder.

**Compact Development Results in Better Regional Water Quality**

Compact residential development slows the rate of land conversion from agricultural or natural uses to impervious surfaces like roads and buildings, resulting in less regional runoff pollution.\textsuperscript{149}

A 2009 study by John S. Jacob of Texas A&M University and Ricardo Lopez of the Baylor College of Medicine found that while compact development increases runoff locally, it leads to “dramatically lower” levels of overall runoff pollution in the larger area. The authors conclude that compact development may be “the single most important practice any city can undertake to improve the surrounding environment.”\textsuperscript{150} Green stormwater infrastructure can reduce the impact of compact development on local runoff as well. See page 31.

A study published in *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences* in 2016 found that losing natural land cover to development in cities’ source watersheds can increase water treatment costs up to 50 percent in impacted cities.\textsuperscript{151}

Choosing to build more compactly mitigates the impact of urban growth on water quality, and may be considered a stormwater best management practice (BMP) in its own right.\textsuperscript{152} Consolodating urban growth in already developed areas such as Boulder, instead of developing surrounding undeveloped land, helps to protect urban watersheds and results in cleaner water and healthier aquatic environments.

**Compact Development Reduces Flood Risk**

Urban floods are increasingly frequent, costly and dangerous in Colorado. Following the devastation caused by the Big Thompson Canyon flood in 1976, Boulder invested heavily in flood mitigation strategies. Rapid population growth along the Front Range and urban and suburban development have exacerbated the risks associated with urban flooding.\textsuperscript{153} To address this, Boulder has taken steps to prohibit new development in highly hazardous zones.

When permeable soil is covered by impervious surfaces, like roofs and roads, more
rainwater flows as runoff into ditches and streams, potentially leading to downstream flooding. Building more compactly would not prevent large floods like the 2013 Colorado Front Range Flood from causing damage, but can help reduce flood risks during smaller, more frequent events.

- A multidisciplinary review of scientific literature published in the *Journal of Urbanism* in 2008 concluded that compact development patterns minimize the area of impervious surfaces at a regional level, which mitigates the enhanced flood risk that comes with urban development. Single-family housing units tend to have larger houses and longer driveways, which translates to more impervious surface per household.

- A 2010 study published in the *Journal of Water Resources and Planning* found that low-density development resulted in 72 percent more impervious cover than high- and medium-density development. The high- and medium-density sites experienced approximately 8 percent less total on-site runoff and smaller peak flows than the low-density sites.

By increasing compact development and minimizing impervious surface cover, Boulder can help minimize regional flood risk from small, more frequent events.

**Compact Development Results in Lower Water Consumption**

Colorado has experienced drought conditions in at least one area of the state for most of the last two decades. The state continuously experienced drought conditions for over seven years from October 30, 2001 to May 19, 2009; for over four years from September 28, 2010 to June 9, 2015; and most recently for 20 months from September 5, 2017 to May 14, 2019. During the most recent period of drought, areas of the state experienced “Exceptional Drought” – the most severe designation – for about 10 months from April 17, 2018 to February 19, 2019. Due to global warming, these trends are projected to continue as a result of increasing temperatures and decreasing winter snowpack.

Boulder has implemented many water conservation efforts. For example, the city budgets how much water customers can use each month and charges them more or less based on the percentage of the budget they use. Thanks to these efforts, water consumption has generally been decreasing in Boulder since 2002.

By increasing housing density, Boulder could further reduce water consumption. Boulder residents who live in single-family homes use more than twice as much water as those who live in multi-family homes – 123 gallons of water per day on average versus 58 gallons.

Compact development can decrease water consumption by maximizing building-to-lot ratios, which lowers landscape irrigation needs, particularly when combined with provisions to capture rainwater for use within buildings and for residential lawn watering and commercial landscape irrigation.

- A 2018 study by the Sonoran Institute and the Babbitt Center for Land and Water Policy finds that more compact development results in less water consumption.

- A 2010 study published in the *Journal of the American Water Resources Association* estimating the effect of urban form on residential water use in Hillsboro, Oregon, in the Portland metro area found that compact development can result in lower overall water demand than
sprawling development. According to the researchers’ analysis, new, large homes with high property values used the most water for external uses like lawn watering, including during droughts. 

- A study published in 2007 in the Journal of the American Planning Association showed that in Phoenix, water use in single-family units increased by 1.8 percent for each 1,000-square foot increase in average lot size. The study also found that water use in single-family units increased 1.7 percent for every 1°F rise in the average daily temperature due to the urban heat island effect, which is stronger in sprawling cities than in compact cities. Household water demand and outdoor space are also correlated in both arid and temperate climates due to landscaping.

Compact development, associated with smaller urban heat islands, smaller lots and fewer landscaping needs, is associated with lower household water demand. Building more compactly and reducing lot sizes would help bolster the city’s efforts to minimize water consumption in Boulder by minimizing demand.
While building more compactly benefits the environment at the regional level, adding more people, businesses, buildings and cars in a neighborhood can create local environmental impacts. Fortunately, Boulder has many policies in place to mitigate these impacts, enabling the city to gain the benefits of compact development while preserving the natural environment, public health and quality of life in all of its neighborhoods.172

**Reducing Transportation-Related Emissions**

Compact development leads to lower air pollution emissions per capita, in large part due to lower transportation needs, and increased use of public transit and other alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles. For local areas experiencing increased development, however, there may be increased vehicle traffic, with localized effects on air quality – especially if alternatives to vehicle ownership and use such as transit, shared mobility, and safe biking and walking infrastructure are unavailable.

The city of Boulder has many initiatives to limit vehicle-related emissions by supporting walking, biking, transit, shared transportation mobility and electric vehicles. For example, Boulder uses revenue from its metered parking spots and garages to fund transit, bikeshare, and other programs.173

Boulder should strengthen its clean transportation requirements, programs and infrastructure to enable development without increasing vehicle traffic, including:

**Bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements** can ensure that bicycling and walking are viable, safe and comfortable modes of travel. Zero-carbon mobility is important to substitute for short car trips to local destinations, reducing congestion and emissions. Boulder has invested heavily in cycling infrastructure over the last 20 years, and is consistently ranked among the most bike-friendly cities in the country – including being ranked the most bike friendly city in the U.S. by PeopleForBikes in 2019.174 Boulder’s current Transportation Master Plan places a strong emphasis on further enhancing the city’s cycling infrastructure, with the addition of 92 miles of cycle lanes, routes and shoulders, as well as improved crossings, overpasses and underpasses.175

Enticing more residents to travel by bike can reduce the congestion impact of new compact development.

Bicycle infrastructure improvements include separations between bike lanes, sidewalks and roads; corner refuge islands and pedestrian- and bicycle-specific lighting signals.176 Credit: Massachusetts Department of Transportation, November 2015.
Consolidating growth around public transit hubs can support transit expansion, which can prevent growth from resulting in added vehicle travel. According to decades of research, the minimum neighborhood density required to support “intermediate transit service” with one-quarter to half-mile route spacing – the distance most people will walk to bus stops – and 40 buses per day, is 7 dwelling units per residential acre. Density should intensify closer to transit stops. Puget Sound Regional Council recommends densities of 10 to 20 dwelling units or 30 residents and/or jobs per gross acre.

This level of density generates enough transit ridership to justify frequent transit service, which can reduce driving in the existing community and prevent added residents and jobs from adding more vehicle traffic. (See page 8 for a map of the maximum residential densities allowed in Boulder by current zoning.)

In 2015, Boulder spent $32 million on RTD’s base system bus service, which includes a Community Transit Network (CTN) of 13 local bus routes. Many of these bus routes, like the SKIP along Broadway, operate on 10- to 20-minute intervals with less than quarter-mile spacing between bus stops. These service levels are comparable with larger urban transit systems and have the capacity to accommodate much higher levels of ridership. The local bus service has plenty of capacity, but in many neighborhoods, ridership is constrained by lack of density.

Smart transit technology optimizes public transit to meet the needs of commuters and minimize air quality impacts. For example, bus rapid transit lines that have dedicated lanes and/or can turn traffic lights green as they approach idle less, use less energy and generate fewer emissions.

Supporting expansion of the RTD to serve more areas more frequently will also help cut down on regional emissions.

Vehicle electrification will also be necessary to cut exhaust and associated air pollution. Widespread adoption of plug-in electric vehicles running on clean power can improve local air quality and help regions meet national air quality standards.

Statewide, Colorado aims to get 940,000 electric vehicles on the road by 2040, and in January 2019 Governor Jared Polis signed an executive order calling for a program to require auto manufacturers to hit certain zero-emission vehicle sales targets. The state has adopted numerous policies designed to support the EV market, including deregulating the resale of electricity for EV charging (for example by operators of charging stations), creating a tax credit of $5,000 per EV, and creating an infrastructure fund to support the installation of EV charging in public locations, workplaces and multifamily housing. Governor Polis also called for $70 million from the Volkswagen emissions settlement to go toward transportation electrification – including the replacement of old diesel buses with new electric ones.

Boulder has one of the highest per capita percentages of hybrid and electric vehicle (EV) ownership in the country, but also one of the highest per capita percentages of SUV ownership. The city’s 2017 Climate Commitment includes a commitment to support the adoption of EVs, including expanding regional charging infrastructure, promoting electrification of the RTD transit fleet, and developing an employee EV commuting pilot project. Boulder’s updated building code requires new residential and commercial buildings to include EV charging infrastructure. The Volkswagen settlement also provided $70 million for EV infrastructure in the state. Future developments can maximize charging opportunities and explore other creative clean transportation solutions such as electric carshare subscriptions for tenants. Southwest Energy Efficiency Project
SWEEP) laid out many steps Boulder can take to further encourage EV adoption in its 2015 report, Boulder Electric Vehicle Infrastructure and Adoption Assessment. Transportation demand management (TDM) measures focus on addressing the factors that make us drive in the first place to reduce travel demand from automobiles. These measures align incentives to discourage unnecessary driving and to change behavior over the long-term. Employers, for example, can set incentives to encourage sustainable commuting practices. Boulder has multiple TDM measures including EcoPass, and rebates and tax benefits for employees who commute via bike or transit.

Boulder laid out potential additional TDM strategies in its Access Management & Parking Strategy report, including the following.  

- **EcoPass expansion**: As of 2017, about half of Boulder’s residents had an EcoPass through a neighborhood, business, or university program and 34,000 additional Boulder residents are eligible to sign-up for an EcoPass. Boulder’s TDM plan considers making EcoPass universally available or available to more groups.

- **Parking cash outs**: Employers often subsidize the cost of parking for their employees. Parking cash outs give employees the option to receive cash directly instead, which creates a financial incentive to not drive to work. SolidFire, a tech equipment company in downtown Boulder implemented such a program and it resulted in fewer employees commuting alone in their cars and reduced parking demand. It also saved the company about $17,000 per month. Google and Rocky Mountain Institute have also instituted parking cash-out policies for their Boulder employees.

- **Parking maximums**: The Boulder Junction project incorporated parking maximums of one spot per housing unit, which is different than Boulder’s current, general policies, which set parking minimums of 1.5 parking spaces per unit. The Boulder Junction development unbundled the housing units from parking spaces, giving tenants the choice to “opt-in” and purchase a parking space for $100 per month. The early results from this arrangement suggest that Boulder Junction tenants average 0.9 parking spaces per unit, or about 40 percent less than the City’s normal requirements for new residential units.

- **Implementing the TDM Plan Ordinance**: This would require new developments to meet targets to limit the amount of peak-hour traffic they generate with assistance from city TDM programs.

- **Encouraging carsharing and bikesharing programs**: This can be achieved through subsidies, parking spots and docking stations, advertising and other means. Installing EV charging stations near these carshare locations can encourage EV adoption.

A combined land use and transportation strategy can help Boulder reduce driving and associated air pollution emissions. Boulder has already incorporated a number of these tools, including walking, biking, transit and electric vehicle infrastructure and programs, which can all be expanded as Boulder grows.
**Fighting the Urban Heat Island Effect**

Increasing development can increase the urban heat island effect, but this can be offset with multiple tools, including planting trees and using light colored roofs and pavement.

Developed areas tend to have higher temperatures than their surroundings – this is known as the “urban heat island effect.” Urban areas tend to be hotter because they have a greater density of buildings and sidewalks that absorb and radiate heat, as well as cars, industrial equipment, air conditioning and other sources that generate excess heat. Cities can use reflective surfaces and plant urban vegetation to cool down and help reduce air conditioning demand by up to one-fifth, achieving energy savings and improving urban air quality from reduced power plant emissions.196

Use of light-colored materials and reflective coatings on roofs and in pavements is a powerful tool to combat the urban heat island effect. For instance, a light-colored roof reduces cooling energy use, both directly within the building, since it absorbs less sunlight, as well as indirectly in neighboring buildings, since the roof also radiates less heat.197 One study focused on development in Houston found that placing shade trees near buildings and using light-colored roofing and paving materials that reflect sunlight could save $82 million on energy, decrease peak power demand by 730 megawatts and cut carbon emissions by 170,000 tons, an amount equivalent to taking more than 36,000 cars off the road.198 This simple shift, which can be incorporated into routine re-roofing and resurfacing schedules, can lead to significant reductions in energy use and emissions.

Integrating nature into cities is key to cooling them down, with tangible health benefits for residents. Shade trees cool the air, block sunlight before it reaches buildings or pavements, shield streets from wind, and filter the air. A 2019 study published in the journal *Ecosystems* estimates that urban trees provide heat-reduction services, in the form of reduced health impacts and energy consumption, worth between $5.3 billion and $12.1 billion annually across the U.S.199 The Texas Trees Foundation found in its 2017 *Dallas Urban Heat Island Effect* report that planting trees in the hottest areas with high-density residential buildings reduced heat-related deaths by more than 20 percent by lowering the temperature.200 City trees are also a form of green stormwater infrastructure (see page 31), intercepting rain in their leaves and branches, and contributing to flood mitigation and runoff control.201

Every year, Boulder’s 650,000 urban trees sequester 18,709 tons of carbon; absorb 139 tons of air pollutants, including carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter; and reduce stormwater runoff volume by approximately 422 million gallons.202 Tree shade reduces annual average cooling costs by
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*Light-colored rooftops reflect sunlight, which cools down the city and lowers cooling energy needs.*

Credit: John Panella via Shutterstock.
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22 percent per household. Citywide, this equates to an annual savings of 27 million kWh, or $1.65 million. By focusing on in-fill development, Boulder can grow without cutting into this valuable resource. The City of Boulder’s work to support its urban forest will be crucial to fighting the urban heat island effect, and could be strengthened with other tools like reflective or light-colored roofing and pavements.

Reducing Local Flood Risks
Boulder has historically been a leader in addressing stormwater management issues. Among the action items identified in the City’s Comprehensive Flood and Stormwater Utility Master Plan is the need to address the problem of impervious cover, preserve natural areas and minimize stormwater pollution from development. Focusing on compact urban forms and deterring regional sprawl can help limit the total amount of impervious cover and fragmentation in watersheds, and minimize the vulnerability of the watershed to surface runoff and flash floods.

Although higher-density development generates less stormwater runoff per housing unit than low-density development, higher densities result in more runoff per acre in the areas that are the focus of development. In other words, while new, low-density, suburban development has a far greater impact at the regional level, compact development can increase runoff within city centers.

Retrofitting stormwater drainage systems in existing urban areas and using low-impact design principles in new development can help maximize local infiltration and minimize stormwater runoff to waterways. Green and gray stormwater infrastructure and impervious cover limits can help counter urban flooding.

Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) uses plants, soil, and natural drainage to capture and cleanse rain where it falls. Rain gardens, green roofs and permeable pavement can remove pollutants from rain water and let the water soak into the soil, evaporate into the air, or be held temporarily for flood detention. Rain harvesting systems can collect and store water so that it can be used later for landscape irrigation and other on-site uses.

GSI features are the “Swiss Army knives” of stormwater management, since they can produce multiple benefits:

- **Pollution reduction**: These features can be especially successful in improving water quality, because they can capture and cleanse the first inch of stormwater runoff, which contains the highest concentration of pollutants that have accumulated on surfaces between rains.

- **Erosion mitigation**: These features can reduce both the volume and speed of runoff, which reduces the scouring effect of stormwater on stream banks.

- **Beautification**: Since most features use plants, they double as landscape amenities. For example, green roofs and parking lot bioswales can introduce greenery where there otherwise would be none.

- **Economic benefit**: Developers can often save money with GSI, since using these features may allow them to reduce the size (and cost) of other stormwater infrastructure such as drainage pipes and detention ponds. This in turn may sometimes allow more of the property to be developed.

- **Flood mitigation**: While these features generally cannot trap enough runoff to prevent the worst flooding, such as
100-year floods, they can usually retain enough water to reduce more frequent and smaller floods.\textsuperscript{216}

By collecting rainwater and helping it percolate through the soil, GSI systems help replenish groundwater, trap between 45 and 99 percent of solid pollutants, capture carbon dioxide, and beautify the urban landscape. When combined with open space preservation in flood-prone areas, GSI practices can help protect floodplains, minimize flood hazard, and reduce property damage.\textsuperscript{217} Finally, GSI features can mitigate any negative health effects, like mosquito breeding in ponds, through thoughtful design, maintenance, and public health promotion and awareness.\textsuperscript{218}

Gray stormwater infrastructure refers to conventional piped drainage, pumps, detention ponds and water treatment systems. Combining green and gray infrastructure can also help lower the risk of urban floods. The Blake Transit Oriented Development (TOD) site at 38th Street and Walnut Street in Denver, for example, incorporates green infrastructure in the form of planter boxes, tree boxes, permeable pavement and green roofs to reduce runoff volume, combined with underground detention storage to meet peak flow requirements.\textsuperscript{219}

GSI features are being used in urban areas across Colorado, including in Boulder and Denver. Rain gardens can be found at the Colorado Supreme Court Building in Denver, as well as the city’s River North Taxi redevelopment and Highland Bridge Lofts on Central St. between 15th and 16th streets.\textsuperscript{220} Permeable pavement is used at various locations on the University of Colorado Boulder campus. The Denver Botanic Gardens and the cardiology building of the Boulder Community Hospital both have green roofs. And the Denver Green School, in partnership with the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District and the Water Environment Research Foundation, has experimented with rainwater harvesting systems.\textsuperscript{221}

**Impervious cover limits** establish caps on the percentage of an area devoted to impervious cover, which limits flood risk. Cities have used various policy mechanisms to limit impervious surface cover. To prevent these limits from halting beneficial compact development, cities can include allowances for more compact development if it integrates GSI features.

- Grand Rapids, Michigan, waives stormwater detention requirements for compact developments that reduce impervious surface cover by 80 percent relative to less-compact developments with the same number of housing units.\textsuperscript{222}

- Some places, including Boulder County, use **transferable development rights** (TDR) programs to divert development pressures away from areas that communities wish to preserve. Through these programs, developers buy development rights from the owners of rural land in areas designated by county authorities for preservation. A perpetual conservation easement is placed on the property, and the developers can then use their development rights to build in areas where development is desired.\textsuperscript{223}

The city of Boulder and state of Colorado already have programs and infrastructure in place to mitigate the localized flood risks of increased development, which could be expanded.
Policy Recommendations

BOULDER HAS TAKEN MEASURES to limit sprawl within city limits, but it also has many policies that limit compact development. Many of these policies are intended to maintain the look and character of historic neighborhoods, but have unintended consequences. These include encouraging developers to create the largest and most expensive single-family homes possible, reducing housing availability and increasing costs significantly, and isolating residential areas from commercial areas, which encourages driving.

Most importantly, a lack of housing has contributed to 60 percent of Boulder jobs being held by people who live in surrounding communities and make long commutes into Boulder each day in their personal cars. This contributes to traffic in Boulder, regional air pollution and global warming emissions. Additionally, the development of surrounding undeveloped land consumes more land, water and energy, and generates more air, water and global warming pollution than allowing more people to live in Boulder would.

The High Mar apartment community for residents 55 years and older is an example of compact development in Boulder. Credit: Dennis Schroeder, National Renewable Energy Laboratory via Flickr, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.
Compact, connected cities with mixed-use neighborhoods that incorporate homes, jobs and recreation opportunities are more environmentally friendly than sprawling, auto-dependent communities. Compact commercial and residential development – such as duplexes and low-rise apartment buildings – can reduce energy use, limit greenhouse gas emissions from buildings and transportation, reduce land consumption, improve regional air and water quality, reduce flood risk and lower water consumption relative to lower-density development.

Strategies are available to mitigate many of the potential local impacts of compact development, many of which are already in use in Boulder. These include green stormwater infrastructure, shade trees and measures to promote walking, biking, transit, shared transportation modes and electric vehicles.

Through thoughtful policies – many of which Boulder already has in place – compact development can increase quality of life in the city. Compact development can enable more people to live close to transit, jobs and recreational opportunities, enabling them to walk and bike more and drive less. Compact development can be pursued in ways that help increase affordable housing availability, preserve open space, decrease vehicle traffic and connect the community.

In 2015, Boulder drafted *A Toolkit of Housing Options* that could increase housing in the city, but has not implemented most of those recommendations. Boulder should use the following suggestions, which include many tools from that report, to create a more compact and connected community with a smaller environmental impact.

**Update zoning to enable more compact, mixed-use development and establish density minimums – particularly along transit corridors and near commercial centers.**

Every parcel of land in Boulder is zoned for the type of development that can occur there and how compact that development can be. Over 56 percent of Boulder’s residential area is reserved for detached single-family homes at low densities. Some estimate that about 80 percent of Boulder’s residential area is effectively limited to single-family homes due to additional policies and practices. Boulder should update its zoning districts to encourage infill development, particularly along transit corridors, as studies show that most people will walk five to ten minutes or a quarter of a mile to bus stops. Boulder should also allow for more housing and commercial development in commercial and industrial-zoned areas to create mixed-use neighborhoods where residents can walk and bike to their destinations. Boulder should increase the allowed housing density in residential areas – for example by allowing duplexes, triplexes and four-plexes by right as the state of Oregon recently adopted. The city should also establish density minimums for new developments. All of these changes will help focus new growth where residents can live within walking distance of local destinations and transit stops.

Boulder can change the zoning of the entire city during the next Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan (BVCP) Major Update, which occurs every five years with the next scheduled for 2020. Alternatively, specific areas can be re-zoned through an area planning process, which can occur at any time.
Encourage accessory dwelling units (ADUs).

ADUs are additional housing units within existing homes or on the same property, such as basement, attic, above-garage or detached guest house apartments. ADUs are a great option to increase housing density in existing residential areas without the need for much, if any, new construction. Rented ADUs can also provide a source of income for households – as well as assistance for aging households, which is an important opportunity in Boulder, which has a large aging population. Boulder limits the creation of ADUs in several ways (see page 11). Boulder should eliminate all of these barriers to creating ADUs. In 2019, Seattle passed the most progressive ADU policy in the U.S., which will allow the construction of ADUs on three-quarters of Seattle’s single-family zoned area. The new policy includes an allowance for up to two ADUs on each property and a resolution to remove parking requirements for new ADUs. It also includes a size limit on new single-family homes. Boulder’s Residential Growth Management System (RGMS) limits residential growth to 1 percent per year, but exempts certain types of housing, including permanently affordable housing and mixed-use developments that include both housing, stores and other uses. Boulder should also exempt compact housing development from the growth cap, raise the cap or eliminate it entirely.

Exempt compact housing developments from the residential growth cap.

Boulder should increase or eliminate occupancy limits.

Boulder limits the number of unrelated people who can live together in one household to three people in low-density residential areas and four people in medium-to-high density areas. Boulder should increase or eliminate these limits to add new housing in currently unoccupied bedrooms without building any new structures.

Lower or eliminate parking requirements or institute parking maximums instead of parking minimums, and implement reforms to better manage parking in Boulder.

Boulder requires housing units to have a certain number of off-street parking spaces, which varies by zoning district and the number of bedrooms or occupants in multi-unit homes. The city of Boulder also requires businesses and other institutions to provide a certain amount of parking. These parking requirements can drive up the cost of new construction, especially in redevelopment areas where land costs are high, and can make it more difficult to build multi-unit buildings. Boulder should reduce or eliminate parking requirements, consider instituting parking maximums and use the freed-up parking lots for infill development where feasible. Boulder should also implement the parking principles from its Access Management and Parking Strategy (AMPS) (see page 14).

Exempt compact housing developments from the residential growth cap.

Boulder’s Residential Growth Management System (RGMS) limits residential growth to 1 percent per year, but exempts certain types of housing, including permanently affordable housing and mixed-use developments that include both housing, stores and other uses. Boulder should also exempt compact housing development from the growth cap, raise the cap or eliminate it entirely.

Raise building height limits.

In 1971, Boulder adopted a 55-foot height limit for all buildings and structures in the city. In the last few years the city council has imposed a moratorium on buildings over 35 to 40 feet in most of the city, effectively lowering the height limit. Boulder should lift this moratorium and consider raising the 55-foot height limit for residential development in strategic locations, such as nearby transit corridors and commercial centers, particularly in the areas east of Folsom Street. The city should also revise the zoning code to automatically approve residential buildings above 35 feet but below 55 feet in height.
Streamline the building permitting process.

Boulder should reduce or waive fees and re-vise the review process for building projects that increase beneficial housing density – for example, housing projects that are afford-able and near transit or commercial centers.

Remove incentives to build large, expen-sive homes.

Boulder requires each housing unit to be built on a lot of a certain size with a cer-tain amount of open space. Because these requirements apply to each housing unit, rather than the floor area of the building, multi-unit buildings require larger lot sizes and more open space than single-family homes. This encourages developers to build large, expensive single-family homes rather than multi-unit buildings.234 Boulder should reduce or eliminate the minimum lot size and open space requirements and/or have them apply to the floor area of residential buildings rather than the number of units to solve this issue.

To ensure that new development does not in-crease local vehicle traffic, Boulder should also:

Increase Boulder’s TDM programs and implement a TDM ordinance for new de-velopments to reduce vehicle travel.

Boulder should expand its TDM programs like the EcoPass, carshare, and bikeshare programs, which encourage residents and employees to get around by means other than driving. The city should also establish a TDM ordinance for new developments that includes a target for how many vehicle trips a new development can add during peak-hour travel periods. The city should also encourage developers to partner with the city’s Transportation Division to im-plement a full suite of TDM programs designed to reduce car travel and promote more sustainable modes of transportation.

Integrate land-use and transportation planning.

The city’s ability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector is highly dependent on where and how it decides to grow, so compact development should be formally adopted as one of Boul-der’s key climate strategies. Land-use and transportation are inextricably linked and therefore all major planning processes and de-cisions should be developed collaboratively.

Support regional transit expansion.

To reduce inbound commuter vehicle travel while Boulder increases housing availabil-ity, and to accommodate those who choose to continue to live outside of the city and work in Boulder, the city should support expansion of RTD to serve a larger area more frequently. This will require collaboration be-tween RTD, Colorado Department of Trans-portation (CDOT), Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) and others.

By taking the steps outlined above, Boul-der can encourage the creation of compact neighborhoods where homes, jobs and recreational opportunities coexist, connected by a transportation system that enables and encourages walking, biking, transit, shared modes of transportation and electric vehi-cles. By prioritizing infill development and maximizing the housing potential of exist-ing buildings, Boulder can increase density while preserving open spaces. These changes can create a more vibrant and connected community, with more affordable housing options – allowing more of Boulder’s work-force to live within the city. These changes would reduce overall land consumption, air and water pollution, flood risk, water con-sumption, energy use and greenhouse gas emissions – both from transportation and building construction and use in the region.

Compact development is the right choice for Boulder, the region and the environment.
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